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Abstract 
 

Particle accelerators are generators that produce beams of charged 

particles with energies depending on the accelerator type. The MGC-

20 cyclotron is a cyclic particle accelerator used for accelerating 

protons, deuterons, alpha particles, and helium-3 to different energies. 

Main applications are isotopes production, nuclear reactions studies, 

and mass spectroscopy studies and other industrial applications. The 

cyclotron is a complicated machine depends on using a strong 

magnetic field and high frequency-high voltage electric field together 

to accelerate and bend charged particles inside the accelerating 

chamber. It consists of the following main parts, the radio frequency 

system, the main magnet with the auxiliary concentric and harmonic 

coils, the electrostatic deflector, and the ion source, the beam transport 

system, and high precision and high stability DC power supplies. 

To accelerate a particle to certain energy, one has to adjust the 

cyclotron operating parameters to be suitable to accelerate this particle 

to that energy. If the cyclotron operating parameters together are 

adjusted to accelerate a charged particle to certain energy, then these 

parameters together are named the operating mode to accelerate this 

particle to that energy. For example the operating mode to accelerate 

protons to 18 MeV is named the “18 MeV protons operating mode”.  

The operating mode includes many parameters that must be adjusted 

together to be successful to accelerate, extract, focus, steer a particle 

from the ion source to the experiment. Due to the big number of 

parameters in the operating modes, 19 parameters have been selected 

in this thesis to be used in an intelligent system based on feed forward 
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back propagation neural network to determine the parameters for new 

operating modes. The new intelligent system depends on the available 

information about the currently used operating modes. 

The classic way to determine a new operating mode was depending on 

trial and error method to adjust the parameters of the operating mode 

from the acceleration- extraction- focusing and steering until end of 

the experiment. This process is tedious and also time consuming and 

these were the main reasons to search better, faster and efficient 

method to determine the parameters of a new operating mode. As a 

result the artificial neural networks as a basis for intelligent system 

have been used to determine new operating systems for the MGC-20 

cyclotron. 

In this thesis; an intelligent system has been designed and developed 

to determine new operating systems for the MGC-20 cyclotron, 

Nuclear Research Center, Atomic Energy Authority. This system 

based on Feed Forward Back Propagation Neural Networks 

(FFBPNN). The system consists of five neural networks work in 

parallel. Every neural network consists of three layers, input, hidden, 

and output layers. The outputs of the five neural networks represent 

the normalized values (from 0 to 1 and from -1 to 0) of the 19 

parameters of the new operating mode. The inputs for every neural 

network are the normalized values (from 0 to 1) of the particle name, 

the particle energy, the beam current intensity, and the duty factor. 

The outputs of the five neural networks must be calibrated to obtain 

the real values of the parameters of the new operating mode. These 

elements of the outputs are the magnetic lenses, the magnetic 

correctors, the concentric coils, and the harmonic coils. The FFBPNNs 
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are learned by using the feed forward back propagation training 

algorithm. The learning has been done with different values of the 

learning factor η, the momentum factor α and also the number of the 

hidden layers. The best structure which needs the shortest time to 

learn and achieve the allowed maximum error has been used. 

The holdout method was used for estimating the error rates for each 

architecture. The data set was divided into two equal groups for and 

testing. The training and testing sets were swapped and training and 

testing processing were repeated. The estimated error rate for each 

architecture is the average of the error rates for the testing results of 

the two learning phases of such architecture.  

The system was trained by using the currently used operating modes. 

The trained system was tested to check the suitability of the new 

determined operating modes. The tests showed that the new operating 

modes are good enough as a starting condition which followed by fine 

tuning by the cyclotron operator.  

To evaluate the performance of the developed neural network to 

determine the new operating variables, 20 patterns recalls of the 

operators of the cyclotron are used for testing the developed neural 

network. Comparison between the parameters of real operating modes 

and the parameters of new operating modes showed little deviation in 

the currents values of the outputs of the system, that it need to adjust 

slightly of the operating variables cyclotron for the efficient operation 

of the highest performance. 

The Matlab software is used to simulate the neural networks structure 

and the training algorithm. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

1-1  Introduction 
 
The parametric technique is a very complex and an important task for 

describing the data captured from the MGC 20 cyclotron. In addition, 

the data associated with these parameters are usually incomplete or 

erroneous (noisy). Accurate operation parameters can lead to high 

system reliability.  The development of the system is a formidable task 

requiring sophisticated modeling techniques as well as human 

intuition and experience. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) has been 

successfully applied to develop a quantitative method for estimating 

parameters. This technique has its own advantages and disadvantages 

when applied to determine new operating modes. However, it is 

through this methodology (neural network), that the greatest potential 

benefits will be realized. 

 
1-2  Artificial Neural Network   

1-2-1 Introduction 

Artificial intelligence (AI) strategies have been successfully applied, 

to solve complex problems, to simulate many systems, and to 

determine new operating modes. One of the most major goals in the 

AI research is to create an artificial intelligence system that has the 

flexibility, creativity, and learning ability of the human biological 

system. Such system is called “Artificial Neural Model “. This model 

uses a representation of a single human neuron and the interactions 
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between neurons as its basis [1]. Fig.1.1 shows the typical biological 

neuron system. The human brain is a complex computing system 

capable of thinking, remembering, and solving problems. 

The brain contains approximately 1011 neurons, that are interconnected 

with hundreds, perhaps thousands of connections per neuron. A 

neuron is a simple processing unit that receives and combines signals 

from other neurons through input paths called dendrites. If the 

combined signal from all the dendrites is strong enough, the neuron “ 

fires “, to hundreds or thousands of dendrites of other neurons through 

synapses. A synapse is a neuro-transmitter fluid that controls the flow 

of signals located in the dendrites. 

 

 

Fig. 1.1 Typical biological neuron system 

 

Transmission of the signals across the synapses is electro-chemical in 

nature, and the magnitudes of the signals depend upon the synaptic 

strengths of the synapses. The strength or conductance of a synaptic 

junctions modified as the brain “learns“, in other words the synapses 

are the basic “memory units“of the brain. Fig. 1.2 shows a typical 

model for the processing element [2]. 
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Fig. 1.2 Typical model for the processing element 
 
 
1-2-2 Artificial neural networks (ANNs) structure 

A neuron on its own cannot solve a given problem. So we connect the 

neurons together in some fashion to form a neural network and this 

neural network will be powerful enough to solve different artificial 

intelligence problems, depending on the structure and complexity of 

the neural network used. 

ANN can be defined as a data processing system with a number of 

simple highly interconnected processing elements (PE) in an 

architecture inspired by the structure of the human brain. These 

processing elements are linked together to form an appropriate 

network with weighting functions for each input, and they are usually 

organized into a sequence of layers with full or random connections. 

An ANN consists of three or more layers; Fig. 1.3 shows a general 

structure of the ANN. 

• One input layer where data are presented to the network through 

an input buffer,  
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• One output layer with a buffer that holds the output response to a 

given input,  

• One or more intermediate or “hidden” layers [1].  

 

An ANN has the following definitions and restrictions: 

• The nodes are called processing elements (PE). 

• The links between the processing elements are called connections, 

each connection functions as an instantaneous unidirectional 

signal-connection path. 

� Each processing element has a single output connection that can 

branch into copies to form multiple output connections, each of 

which carries the same identical signal. 

• Each processing element possesses a transfer function which 

produces the processing element output signal. 

� Input signals to an ANN arrive via connections that come from the 

outside world. Output signals from the ANN to the outside world 

are connections that leave the network. 

� ANN is composed of a collection of interconnected neurons that 

are grouped in layers, in terms of layered architectures.  

 ANN has the following basic structures: 

• Two layers architectures, input layer and output layer. 

• Three layer architectures, input layer, hidden layer, and output 

layer. 

The inputs of the ANN are the required beam parameters (the particle 

name, the particle energy, the beam intensity and the duty factor). The 

outputs of the ANN are the value of the required parameters that will 
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be applied by the cyclotron operator to the cyclotron elements or 

devices. These elements are the magnetic lenses, the magnetic 

correctors, the concentric coils, and the harmonic coils. five ANNs 

have been used. the number of neurons in the hidden layer must be 

large enough to form a decision boundary that is as complex as 

required by the given problem, but on the other hand not too large so 

that the generalization ability remains good. Maren suggested the 

geometric mean of the inputs and outputs as a good predictor and 

starting point for the hidden layer nodes. 

 
 

 
Fig. 1.3 General structure of three layer Artificial Neural 

Network. 
 

 

1-2-3 Artificial neural network learning 

The brain basically learns from experience. Neural networks are 

sometimes called machine learning algorithms, because changing of 

its connection weights (training) causes the network to learn the 
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solution to a problem. The strength of connection between the neurons 

is stored as a weight-value for the specific connection. The system 

learns new knowledge by adjusting these connection weights. The 

learning ability of a neural network is determined by its architecture 

and by the algorithmic method chosen for training [3].  

ANN Learning is defined as the process of finding the suitable weight 

vector W that provides the best possible approximation of output 

patterns for a certain input patterns. The weight vector includes the 

strength of the connections between two layers. Weights express the 

relative importance of each input to a neuron. They are the means by 

which we repeatedly adjust the ANN to produce desired outputs and 

thereby allow the network to learn.  

The objective of neural network learning is to find a set of weights 

that will correctly interpret all the sets of input values that are of 

interest for a particular problem. Such a set of weights is possibly 

achieved if the number of neurons, the architecture, and the 

corresponding number of weights form a sufficiently complex system 

able to be adjusted to produce all the desired.  The sets of weight 

values for a given neural network represent different states of its 

memory or understanding of possible inputs. In supervised networks 

training involves adjustment of the weights to produce the correct 

outputs, thus the network learns how to respond to patterns of data 

presented to it. An important function of the artificial neuron is the 

evaluation of its inputs and the production of an output response. A 

weighted sum of the inputs from the simulated dendrites is evaluated 

to determine the level of the output on the simulated axon. Most 
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artificial systems use threshold values and a common activation 

function is the tanh function that can squash the total input summation 

to a bounded output value. 

Two types of learning methods [1,4] are used for learning the neural 

networks. 

 

1-2-3-1 Supervised learning 

In supervised learning, one uses a set of inputs for which the 

appropriate outputs are known. The difference between the desired 

and actual outputs is used to calculate corrections to the weights of the 

neural network. A variation on that approach simply acknowledges for 

each input trial whether or not the output is correct as the network 

adjusts weights in an attempt to achieve correct results [1,5]. 

 

Fig. 1.4 Learning algorithm trains weights to minimize 

error cost function 

1-2-3-2Unsupervised learning 

The hidden neurons must find a way to organize themselves without 

help from the outside. In this approach, no sample outputs are 

provided to the network against which it can measure its predictive 

Input 
training 
patterns 

Desired 
output 

Training 
Patterns 

Learning 
Algorithm 

Neural Network - 

NN 
Response 

Update 
weights 

Error 
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performance for a given vector of inputs. This is learning by doing 

[1,5].  

 

 
Fig. 1.5 Learning algorithm trains weights to reach some internal 

cost function 
 

1-2-4 Activation functions 
 
The summation function computes the internal simulation or 

activation level of the neuron, based on this level. The neuron may or 

may not produce an output. The relationship between the internal 

activation levels may be either linear or nonlinear. Such relationships 

are expressed by a transformation function. Many different transfer 

functions are possible, such as the step function, tanh function, and 

sigmoid function [7].  The selection of the specific function, as well as 

of the transformation function is one of the variables considered in 

choosing a network architecture and learning paradigm. Although 

many different functions are possible, a very useful and popular 

nonlinear transfer function is the tanh function, its formula is 

Y = (2/ ( 1 + e- s ))-1 
Where s is the weighted sum of the inputs to the neuron. 
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Neural networks strengths are: 
 
1- They are fast, 

2- Handle noisy data well, 

3- Learn from experience. 

However Neural networks weaknesses are: 
 
1- They are black box, 

2- Operators unable to explain its own reasoning methodology, 

3- They forget past training if retrained by new data [1,3].  

 
1-3 Neural Network Training 
 
The training is an iterative process of presenting input and desired 

output data to the network, so the weights and biases can be 

determined. The test data should be used to measure to what extent the 

network matches the ideal performance. At this point, a set of weights 

has been obtained that allows the network to reproduce the desired 

outputs for a given inputs such as those in the training set. We used 

the back propagation training algorithm for the networks training [6]. 

 

1-4 Thesis Objectives 

  

The goal of the present work is to build an Artificial Neural 

Network system to determine new operating modes for the MGC-20 

cyclotron. The architecture of the developed Artificial Neural Network 

system consists of 5 NN.  The five ANN express five parts from the 

cyclotron. The first NN is used to determine the suitable currents of 
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the magnetic lenses. The second NN is used to determine the currents 

of the magnetic correctors. The third NN is used to determine the 

currents of the concentric coils. The fourth NN is used to determine 

the currents of the internal harmonic coils and the fifth NN is used to 

determine the currents of the external harmonic coils. 

The inputs for the neural networks are four signals. They are 

the particle name, the particle energy, the value of the beam current 

and the duty factor value. The outputs of the neural networks are the 

determined currents for the new operating mode. The inputs values  to 

the neural networks should be calibrated before applying them to the 

neural network inputs. The outputs should be calibrated before the 

operator applies them to the cyclotron. 

 

1-5 Thesis Organization 

The present work was organized to fall in five chapters. 

Chapter (1) presents the introduction, a brief description of the 

terminology used in the neural networks, the fundamental components 

of the artificial neural networks, artificial neural network learning, 

activation functions, types of learning, and Back Propagation (BP) 

Training Algorithm. 

Chapter (2) presents a literature review of the previous work on the 

applications of neural networks for determining accurate parameters 

physical devices in many different branches. 

Chapter (3) shows a description for the MGC-20 cyclotron parts, the 

symptoms used for determining the required parameters, its effect on 

the cyclotron operation, Input/output calibrating and conventional 

method for the required parameters. 
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Chapter (4) deals with the design and implementation for the neural 

network, the organization of the five neural networks, the 

experimental results for the networks training, the effect of changing 

the parameters learning factor, hidden nodes number of iterations used 

for complete training and testing of the five neural networks. 

Finally, chapter (5) is the conclusion of the present work and the 

future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2-1 Background 
 
Artificial intelligence strategies have been successfully applied to 

estimate design parameters and engineering properties. Because linear 

regression techniques are not capable of representing the data and 

neural networks are capable of modeling highly nonlinear data. A 

neural network model has been developed using a large database of 

compositions and meaningful inputs. The AI strategy which has 

consistently proven it to be useful in the development of parametric 

systems is the neural networks. Applications to use the neural 

networks have been treated by several researchers in many branches. 

Some of these applications will be mentioned for using neural 

networks. The neural networks are parameterized non-linear models 

used for empirical regression and classification modeling.  The neural 

network technique which can recognize complex relationships was 

employed to develop a quantitative method for estimating the accurate 

parameters. 

2-2 Literature Review 

K. C. Chan, S. S. Leong [9] used a neural network tuner for tuning 

proportional integral (PI) feedback controllers. The tuner used the 

standard Ziegler-Nichols tuning rules for initial gain setting. Then the 

neural network makes fine tuning for the system iteratively based on 

the performance of the closed-loop systems. Four parameters: 
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normalized peak rise time, normalized overshoot, normalized peak-to 

peak height, and normalized final error are defined in describing the 

closed-loop controlled response. These four parameters are used as 

inputs to the neural network which subsequently recommends suitable 

adjustments to the proportional gain and integrator time. The structure 

investigates comparing single, double and triple hidden layered back 

propagated neural networks. The best result is achieved by using a 

structure (4-10-10-8-2 structure) [9] in learning how to tune a 

representative process.  This structure is chosen for implementing of 

the tuner. Finally, this structure covering a wide variety of process 

dynamics are presented to demonstrate the excellent performance of 

the neural network PI controller tuner.    
     
A.T. C. Goh, [10] used the neural network for modeling complex 

systems. In the complex engineering systems, empirical relationships 

are often employed to estimate design parameters and engineering 

properties, the data associated with these parameters are usually 

incomplete or erroneous (noisy). The development of these empirical 

relationships is a formidable task requiring sophisticated modeling 

techniques as well as human intuition and experience. This paper 

demonstrated the use of back-propagation neural network to alleviate 

this problem. Two applications are presented to demonstrate the 

potential of this approach for capturing nonlinear interactions between 

variables in complex engineering systems. The first application 

involves the analysis of data obtained from calibration chamber tests 

on sand. The 2nd application relates to the prediction of the ultimate 

load capacity of driven piles. Both applications have used the actual 
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field data in training the neural networks. Then the neural network 

models were able to produce reasonably accurate predictions.     

                    

M. Peet [11] used the neural network for modeling the hot 

deformation of austenite. The hot deformation behavior of austenite in 

steels is a complicated process. It depends on the chemical 

composition, the microstructure, the temperature and the strain rate. 

While many models have been developed to represent the flow stress 

as a function of these variables, it is however not yet possible to 

predict the behavior for a new alloy. The effects of the different 

variables on the flow stress are investigated. Because linear regression 

techniques are not capable of representing the data and neural 

networks are capable of modeling highly nonlinear data. A neural 

network model has been developed using a large database of 

compositions and meaningful inputs. The model allows the calculation 

of error bars that depends upon the position of a prediction in the input 

space and the level of perceived noise in the data. The validity of the 

model was evaluated by testing against six compositions of carbon-

manganese steels.  

 
C. A.L. Bailer-Jones, D. J.C. MacKay [12] used the neural network 

for modeling dynamical systems. The network is intended for 

modeling real-world processes in which empirical measurements of 

the external and state variables are obtained at discrete time points. An 

example of a dynamical system is the hot forging of a piece of metal. 

When a material is forged, its macro and micro structural properties 

are altered through mechanical deformation. The deformation is 
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described by the forging parameters, such as strain, strain rate and 

temperature, all of which are generally functions of time. These are 

the external variables. Typical state variables of interest are the 

material grain size and extent of re-crystallization, as well as 

macroscopic properties such as strength and toughness. The model can 

learn from multiple temporal patterns, which may evolve on different 

timescales and be sampled at non-uniform time intervals. The ability 

of the model to cope with sparse data is likely to be useful in a number 

of applications, particularly the modeling of metal forging.  

 

F. Gunes, H. Torpi, B.A. C, Etiner [13] used the neural network for 

the active devices for use in Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuit 

(MMIC). The neural network model has been shown to be successful 

in the active devices for use in MMIC design. This work can be 

classified into three parts. The first part is a multidimensional signal–

noise neural network model for a microwave small signal transistor, 

whose small signal and noise parameters are evaluated through a 

neural network, based upon the fitting of both these parameters for 

multiple bias and configuration with their target values. The second 

part is the computer simulation of the possible performance F, Vi, 

variations of the maximum stable gain (Gtmax) triplets. In the final part, 

which is the combination of the first two parts, the performance curves 

are obtained using the relationships among operation conditions 

frequency (f), Bias Voltage (VCE), and Bias Current (ICE); the noise 

Fig., input Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) and maximum 

stable transducer gain. This model has been shown to be capable of 
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giving results in good agreement with the target values compared with 

the competitors.  

 

T.W.S. Chow, J.Y.-F. Yam, S.-Y Chobstract [14] used the neural 

networks to crowd estimation at underground stations.  A hybrid fast 

training algorithm for feed forward neural networks is used in this 

algorithm. The weights connecting the last hidden and output layers 

are firstly evaluated by the least-squares algorithm, whereas the 

weights between input and hidden layers are evaluated using the 

modified gradient descent algorithm. The effectiveness of the 

proposed algorithm is demonstrated by applying it to the sunspot and 

Mackey–Glass time-series prediction. The results showed that the 

proposed algorithm can greatly reduce the number of flops required to 

train the networks. The proposed algorithm is also applied to crowd 

estimation at underground stations and very promising results are 

obtained. 

W. Jon Kim, S. Heung Chang, and B. Holee [15] used the neural 

network for signal prediction. The purpose of signal prediction is to 

estimate the value of undetected next time step signal. As the 

prediction method based on the idea of auto regression, a few previous 

signals have been used as inputs to the artificial neural network and 

the signal value of next time step is estimated with the outputs of the 

network. The artificial neural network can be applied to the nonlinear 

system and answers in short time. The used training algorithm was a 

modified back-propagation model. The target signal of the simulation 
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is the steam generator water level which is one of the important 

parameters in nuclear power plants. 

B. Hyun Koo, H. Chol Kim, and S. Heung Chang [16] have developed 

core monitoring models. They used the neural networks for predicting 

the core parameters for pressurized water reactors. The neural network 

model has been shown to be successful for the constructive and 

accurate prediction of the departure from nucleate boiling ratio.  

Several variations of the neural network technique have been 

proposed and compared based on numerical experiments. The 

predictions by the network model need to be supported by extensive 

training of network and statistical treatment of the data. 

 

R. M. Goodman, Charles M. Higgins and J.W. Miller [17] used rule 

based neural networks for classification and probability estimation. 

They proposed a neural network architecture that combines a rule 

based approach with the neural network paradigm. They used an 

information theoretic approach to learn a model of the domain 

knowledge from examples. This model takes the form of a set of 

probabilistic conjunctive rules between discrete input evidence 

variables and output class variables. These rules are then mapped onto 

the weights and nodes of a feed forward neural network, resulting in a 

directly specified architecture. The network acts as a parallel 

classifier, but more importantly can also output posterior probability 

which estimates the class variables. Empirical tests on a number of 

data sets show that the rule based classifier performs comparably with 

the standard neural network classifiers, while possessing unique 
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advantages in terms of knowledge representation and probability 

estimation.  

 

S. B. Singh, H. K. D. H. Bhadeshia, D. J. C. MacKayt, H. Carey and 

L. Martin [18] have used the Neural Network Analysis for rolling 

Process of the Steel Plate. The process of rolling is very complicated 

and the number of parameters which determines the final properties 

can be quite large. It is extremely difficult therefore to develop a 

physical model for predicting various properties like yield and tensile 

strengths. The neural networks are parameterized non-linear models 

used for empirical regression and classification modeling. The neural 

network technique which can recognize complex relationships was 

employed to develop a quantitative method for estimating the yield 

and tensile strengths as a function of steel composition and rolling 

parameters. The model was tested extensively to confirm that the 

predictions are reasonable in the context of metallurgical principles 

and other data published in the literature.  

R.P. Cherian, L.N. Smith, P.S. Midha [19] have used the artificial 

neural network approach for the selection of powder metallurgy (PM) 

materials and process parameters (part manufacture). This 

methodology differs from the statistical modeling of mechanical 

properties in that it is not necessary to make assumptions regarding 

the form of the functions relating input and output variables. 

Employment of a neural network (NN) approach allows specification 

of multiple input criterion, and generation of multiple output 

recommendations. The inputs comprise the required mechanical 
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properties for the PM material. The system employs this data within 

the NN in order to recommend suitable metal powder compositions 

and process settings.  

M. Vasudevan, M. Murugananth, and A.K. Bhaduri, [20] have used 

the Neural Network for modeling and predicting of the ferrite number 

in austenitic stainless steel welds. As neural networks are extremely 

useful in recognizing patterns in complex data, Bayesian neural 

network analysis has been followed in the present work to reveal the 

influence of compositional variations on ferrite content for the 

austenitic stainless steel base compositions from the available 

database and to study the significance of individual elements on ferrite 

content in austenitic stainless steel welds based on the optimized 

neural network model. The best model was chosen based on 

minimizing the test error and maximizing the logarithmic predictive 

error. The optimized model can be used for predicting the ferrite 

number in austenitic stainless steel welds. Using this model, the 

influence of variations in the individual elements such as carbon, 

manganese, silicon, chromium, nickel, molybdenum, nitrogen, 

niobium, titanium, copper, vanadium, and cobalt on the ferrite number 

in austenitic stainless steel welds has been determined. It was found 

that the change in ferrite number is a non-linear function of the 

variation in the concentration of the elements. Elements such as 

silicon, chromium, nickel, molybdenum, nitrogen, titanium, and 

vanadium were found influencing the ferrite number more 

significantly than the rest of the elements in austenitic stainless steel 
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welds. Manganese was found to have less influence on the ferrite 

number. 

 

T. Tasoglu and H. L. Akin [21] developed a control system based on 

neural network, which learns the dynamic characteristics of the system 

in order to control the nonlinear nuclear reactor system. Using the 

numerical simulation, the effect of the architecture of the neural 

network on the final control was investigated. The selected power 

reactivity feedback is proportional to the integrated flux. Parameters 

(critical rod position, feedback coefficient, generation time, and 

precursor parameters) are varied to determine the effect on the 

controller.  This was accomplished by varying the number of hidden 

layers, the number of nodes in the hidden layers and also several 

training sets with different number of tuples. The objective is to train a 

neural network controller to drive the plant from a given state to a 

desired state by providing the correct input signals. However, 

although the initial and final states are known, deriving the input 

values to achieve this control is not easy. 

 

Meijer, P.B.L. [22] used Artificial Neural Networks for Circuits 

Simulation. The possibility to design an artificial neural network in 

such a way that it can learn to represent the static and the dynamic 

behavior of electronic devices and sub-circuits has been investigated. 

Learning here refers to the optimization of the degree to which some 

desired behavior is represented. The terms learning and optimizing are 

often used interchangeably. Although the term learning is normally 

used only in conjunction with artificial neural networks, because, 
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historically, learning used to refer to behavioral changes occurring 

through synaptic and other adaptations within biological neural 

networks. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

THE EGYPTIAN MGC-20 CYCLOTRON 
 

3-1 Introduction  

Particle accelerators are generators that produce beams of charged 

particles, acquiring different energies, depending on the accelerator 

type. The MGC-20 cyclotron [5, 23] is a cyclic particle accelerator 

used for accelerating protons, deuterons, alpha particles, and helium-3 

to different energies. Its applications include isotope production, 

nuclear reaction, and mass spectroscopy studies. It is a complicated 

machine as shown in Fig. 3.1. It consists of five main parts, the ion 

source, the deflector, the beam transport system, the magnetic system 

with the concentric & harmonic coils, and the radio frequency system.  

To achieve the cyclotron parameters values which are suitable for 

producing, accelerating, extracting and guiding certain ion from the 

cyclotron ion source to the target system. We will apply the required 

(ion name, ion energy, current value, and duty factor) as inputs to the 

ANN. The outputs will be the suitable cyclotron parameters. 

Calibrated values for the inputs and outputs will be used. A multilayer 

feed forward back propagation neural network will be used. The back 

propagation training algorithm will be used for the neural networks 

training.  

3-2 Overviews of MGC-20 Cyclotron 

The MGC-20 cyclotron [3, 6] has two hollow metals accelerating 

electrodes between them an oscillating electric field generated by a 

radio frequency generator. 
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Fig. 3.1 Picture for the MGC-20 cyclotron 

The electrodes from its shape are called Dees. The charged particles 

are produced by the ion source, which is located centrally between the 

two dees. The magnetic field of the cyclotron main magnet causes the 

particles to move in an approximately circular orbit. The particles are 

accelerated and the energy gain is equal to the particle charge q 

multiplied by the voltage difference between the two dees V. The 

radius of the orbit is a function of the particle velocity ν, therefore the 

radius increases with time, so the particles follow a spiral path from 

the ion source to the edge of the magnet, where they are pulled out 

from the cyclotron by an electrostatic deflector. The extracted beam is 

guided by the beam transportation system to the users. Fig. 3.2 shows 

a schematic diagram for the central region of the MGC-20 cyclotron. 

The magnetic field is keeping the spiral paths for the accelerated 

particles. Beside the main magnet coil, there are five concentric coils 

which are used to produce the required increase of the average 

magnetic field with radius to overcome the increasing of the particles 
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mass due to the relativistic effects. Equation (1) shows the relation 

between the magnetic field and the particle mass. 

   

 

Fig. 3.2 Shows a schematic diagram for the central region of 
The MGC-20 cyclotron 

  
B =ωm / q                                                             (1) 

Where, B is the magnetic field, 

ω=ν/ r  is the angular velocity, 

m  is the particle mass, and q is the particle charge, 

Harmonic coils are used to put a bump into the field at desired radius 

to center the beam orbits as well as in the center of the cyclotron to 

keep the extraction at the end of the acceleration. The deflector as 

shown in Fig. 3.2 has two plates, a grounded plate (septum) and a 

negative voltage plate. The negative voltage plates used to extract the 

beam from the final accelerating beam orbit to outside. After the 
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electrostatic deflector a magnetic channel is used to improve the 

extraction efficiency by making the beam as narrow as possible. 

3-3 Main Parts of the MGC-20 Cyclotron 

3-3-1 Ion source 

The ion source used in the MGC-20 cyclotron is penning ion gauge 

(PIG) type ion source with hot cathode. The ion source is used for ions 

production by collisions between the gas atoms and the electrons 

emitted from the filament in the ionization chamber. Fig. 3.3 shows a 

schematic diagram for the PIG ion source. The filament is used for 

electrons production by heating the filament using high current. The 

anode is used to accelerate the emitted electrons from the filament 

across the cathode hole to the ionization chamber. 

The electrons inside the ionization chamber make alternating motion 

up and down in small spiral paths between the cathode and anti-

cathode, due to the repulsion force between the electrons and the 

upper cathode and lower anti-cathode. The collisions between the 

electrons and the gas atoms produce the required ions. The ions are 

extracted from the ion source by a puller placed in the front of the exit 

hole of the ion source. 

3-3-2 Radio frequency system 

The radio frequency system of the MGC-20 cyclotron consists of the 

following parts, 

• The signal generator. 

• The amplifier stage. 

• The resonators. 
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Fig. 3.3 Schematic diagram for the MGC-20 cyclotron PIG ion 

source 

Fig. 3.4 shows schematic diagram for the radio frequency system. The 

signal generator used to generate the radio frequency voltage with 

maximum peak to peak 1 volt. This signal is the input to the wide 

band amplifier which its output is the input to the pre-final stage 

amplifier. The pre-final stage amplifier supplies two radio frequency 

signals with peak to peak 100 - 600 volt. The two pre-final stage 

amplifier outputs are the inputs to the two final stage amplifiers. The 

final stage amplifiers outputs are the required two high voltage radio 

frequency signals of the two dees. 
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3-3-3 Beam transport system 

The beam transport system is used to deliver the particles from the 

exit of the cyclotron to the irradiation chambers. The length of the 

beam lines is in order of meters, so the particles are transported in 

vacuum. The elements of the beam transportation system are: 

a- Drift sections, they are the field free sections of the beam line. 

Along a drift section the shape of the beam changes, to avoid the loss, 

the beam size should be smaller than the aperture of the vacuum 

chamber (tube).  

b- Valves, they are used to keep the vacuum in the selected regions 

from the beam line, by closing the valves between the selected beam 

line part and the other beam line parts which are not used, and 

opening the valves in the selected beam line. 

c- Focusing lenses, single quadruple lens focuses the beam in one 

plane and defocuses it in the other. With a quadruple doublet the net 

effect could be convergent in both transverse planes, however the lack 

of the symmetry of its action is rather more difficult to visualize. By 

changing the current in the coils of the lenses one can change the 

magnetic field and then succeed to change the focusing of the beam.  

d- Steering magnets (magnetic correctors), they are small dipole 

magnets, used to change the position of the beam with respect to the 

axis of the beam line. It can deflect the beam in the horizontal and 

vertical planes with some degrees, to shift the beam parallel pair of 

these elements is used. By changing the current value and /or direction 

in the corrector's coils, one can change the magnetic field, and then 
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change the position of the beam. And by this way the beam adjusting 

at will be performed.  

 

 

Fig. 3.4 Schematic diagram for the MGC-20 cyclotron radio 
frequency system 

 
f- Switching magnet, it is used to select a certain beam line. The 

directions that can be selected are 0° ,+ 22.5° , -22.5°. 

g- Diaphragms, they are used to cut the not desired part of the beam. 

They can be placed close to the target to determine the size of the 

irradiated area, or in suitable places on the beam line to form a beam 

with the required shape. 
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Fig. 3.5 Schematic diagram for the MGC-20 cyclotron and beam 
lines components 

 
3-3-4 Magnetic system with the concentric and harmonic coils 

The magnetic field is keeping the spiral paths for the accelerated 

particles. Beside the main magnet coil, there are five concentric coils 

which are used to produce the required increase of the average 

magnetic field with radius to overcome the increasing of the particles 

mass due to the relativistic effects. Equation (1) shows the relation 

between the magnetic field and the particle mass. Harmonic coils are 

used to put a bump into the field at desired radius to center the beam 

orbits as well as in the center of the cyclotron to keep the extraction at 

the end of the acceleration. 

3-3-5 The deflector 

The deflector has two plates, a grounded plate (septum) and a negative  
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voltage plate, the negative voltage plate used to extract the beam from 

the final accelerating beam orbit to outside. After the electrostatic 

deflector a magnetic channel is used to improve the extraction 

efficiency by making the beam as narrow as possible. 

3-4 Main Operating Parameters of the Mgc-20 Cyclotron 

3-4-1 Lenses 

Single quadruple lens focuses the beam in one plane and defocuses it 

in the other. With a quadruple doublet the net effect could be 

convergent in both transverse planes, however the lack of the 

symmetry of its action is rather more difficult to visualize as shown in 

Fig. 3.5. By changing the current in the coils of the lenses one can 

change the magnetic field and then succeed to change the focusing of 

the beam.  

3-4-2 Correctors 

They are small dipole magnets, used to change the position of the 

beam with respect to the axis of the beam line. It can deflect the beam 

in the horizontal and vertical planes with some degrees, to shift the 

beam parallel pair of these elements is used. By changing the current 

value and /or direction in the corrector's coils, one can change the 

magnetic field, and then change the position of the beam. And by this 

way the beam adjusting at will be performed.  

3-4-3 Concentric coils 

The magnetic field is keeping the spiral paths for the accelerated 

particles. Beside the main magnet coil, there are five concentric coils 

which are used to produce the required increase of the average 
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magnetic field with radius to overcome the increasing of the particles 

mass due to the relativistic effects as shown in Fig. 3.5.  

3-4-4 Harmonic coils 

Harmonic coils are used to put a bump into the field at desired radius 

to center the beam orbits as well as in the center of the cyclotron to 

keep the extraction at the end of the acceleration. 

3-5 Conventional Method for New Operating Modes 
Determination 

 

Conventional method for new operating mode determination for the 

MGC-20 cyclotron (8) depends on the trial and error of the cyclotron 

human experts, who are the group responsible for the cyclotron 

operation and maintenance. Due to the cyclotron complexity and the 

many parameters affecting the particle since its extraction from the ion 

source by using the puller to continue in acceleration inside the 

cyclotron and then extraction outside the cyclotron by using the 

deflector to be guided inside the beam transport system to the end 

user. This makes a new operating mode determination for certain 

particle a very complex, time consuming and tedious for the operators. 

To save the time and simplify this complexity to achieve a new 

operating mode an ANN system has been designed and tested to help 

the operators of the cyclotron to achieve the parameters of the required 

operating mode. The designed ANN system will use the particle name, 

the required energy, the beam current intensity and the duty factor to 

determine the operating mode parameters. The parameters are 

summarized in table 3.1. with the corresponding neural network 

number. 
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3-6 Calibration of the Input and Output Signals 

In most cases, the calibration of the input and output signals (data 

values) is very important to have the matching between the real data 

values and the suitable required form of data for neural networks. 

Neural networks are able to process data in the range between -1 to 0 

to +1. For that it is necessary to make preprocessing for the input data 

to be suitable to be applied to the inputs of the neural networks to 

avoid overflows. Also, the outputs of the neural networks are in the 

range between -1 to 0 to +1. These values should be recalibrated to be 

suitable and understandable as a practical data which can be used and 

applied for the real systems. 

In this thesis, the purpose of calibration of the input and output signals 

is to obtain the required real current values of the MGC 20 cyclotron. 

So that it is necessary to make preprocessing for the input data (the 

particle name, the required energy, the beam current intensity and the 

duty factor) to be suitable to be applied to the inputs of the neural 

networks. The outputs of the five neural networks are in the range 

between -1 to 0 to +1 as depicted in Table 3.1 These outputs are re-

calibrated to give the required real current values which can be applied 

by the operator to the lenses, correctors, concentric, internal and 

external harmonic coils. The illustrated ranges in Table 3.1 are used to 

compute the proper scale and offset for each data field. When we 

obtain the required real current values of the outputs of the MGC 20 

cyclotron can realize that these new operating modes. Then, these are a 

good start for the operator and that the operator has to make fine 

tuning for the current values to achieve the best beam current at the 
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end user experiments. The following calibration procedure is 

commonly adopted and is used in this study as shown in Table 3.1. 

 
Table 3.1 specifies the minimum and maximum values for the 
input / output values, and its values after calibration 
 

Input/Output 
Parameters 

Minimum/Maximum Values 

Applied 
Values 
After 

Calibration 

Particle: P+ 1 1 
 

Minimum energy 
 

1 Mev 0.05 
Particle Energy  

Maximum energy 
 

20 Mev 1 
 

Minimum current 
 

1 microA 0.1 
Beam current  

Maximum Current 
 

10 microA 1 
 

Minimum value 
 

1 0.1 
Duty factor  

Maximum value 
 

10 1 
 

Minimum current 
 

0 Amp 0 Current of lenses  
power supplies 

 

Maximum current 
 

5 Amp 1 

Minimum current 0 Amp 0 Current of 
Correctors power 

supplies Maximum current 5 Amp 1 

Minimum current 0 Amp 0 
Current of 

concentric coils 
and harmonic 
coils  power 

supplies 
Maximum current 20 Amp 1 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 
ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK SYSTEM 

 
4-1 Introduction 

 
Determining the values of the required parameters of the 

cyclotron operation are considered very important and difficult task. 

These parameters together are named the operating mode. The 

operating mode includes many parameters that must be adjusted 

together to be successful to accelerate, extract, focus, and steer a 

particle from the ion source to the experiment. Due to the big number 

of parameters in the operating mode, then 19 parameters have been 

selected in this thesis to be determined by a developed artificial 

intelligent system based on feed forward back propagation neural 

networks. The purpose is to determine the values of these 19 

parameters which will fulfill a new operating mode.  

As an AI strategy, the neural networks have consistently proven that 

they are very useful in the development of parametric systems. ANN 

has its own advantages and disadvantages when applied to determine 

the parameters of a new operating mode based on the historical 

experience from the old operating modes. Neural networks strengths 

are: fast, able to account for any functional dependency, user goes 

straight from the data to the model, handle noisy data well, no need to 

manually detect col linearities, learn from experience, generalize in 

novel situations if sufficiently structured and trained, able to represent 

any function linear or not, simple or complex. 
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However Neural networks weaknesses are: they are black box, 

operators unable to explain its own reasoning methodology, they 

forget past training if retrained by new data. 

The main goal of the present work is to design and implement 

a neural network system to determine the values of parameters for a 

new operating mode required for the operation of the MGC 20 

cyclotron. The neural network system consists of five feed forward 

back propagation neural networks in parallel. 

 
4-2 Design of the Developed Neural Network 

The neural network is developed to determine the required parameters 

for the operation of the MGC 20 cyclotron. In order to decrease the 

complexity of the NN, increasing the classification accuracy, The 

ANN whole architecture consists of five feed forward back 

propagation neural networks in parallel as shown in Fig. 4.1, the input 

signals are distributed to the four ANN inputs. The designed ANN 

system will use the particle name, the required energy, the beam 

current intensity and the duty factor as the input signals to determine 

the operating mode parameters.  

The outputs of the ANN are the value of the required parameters that 

will be applied by the cyclotron operator to the cyclotron elements or 

devices. These elements are the magnetic lenses, the magnetic 

correctors, the concentric coils, and the harmonic coils. The first ANN 

is used for the magnetic lenses and has four output neurons. The 

second ANN is used for the magnetic correctors and has four output 

neurons. The third ANN is used for the concentric coils and has five 

output neurons. The forth ANN is used for the int. harmonic coils and 
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has three output neurons. The fifth ANN is used for the ext. harmonic 

coils and has three output neurons. The parameters are summarized in 

table 4.1 with the corresponding normalized range. 

 

Table 4.1 Parameters of the operating modes to be determined by 
the designed ANN system 

 

No. Parameter name of the cyclotron 
NN 

Number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

The current of the first coil of the first lens 

The current of the second coil of the first lens 

The current of the first coil of the second lens 

The current of the second coil of the second lens 

 

 

1 

5 

6 

7 

8 

The current of the first coil of the first corrector 

The current of the second coil of the first corrector 

The current of the first coil of the second corrector 

The current of the second coil of the second corrector 

 

 

2 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

The current of the first concentric coil 

The current of the second concentric coil 

The current of the third concentric coil 

The current of the fourth concentric coil 

The current of the fifth concentric coil 

 

 

3 

14 

15 

16 

The current of the first internal harmonic coil 

The current of the second internal harmonic coil 

The current of the third internal harmonic coil 

 

4 

 

17 

18 

19 

The current of the first external harmonic coil 

The current of the second external harmonic coil 

The current of the third external harmonic coil 

 

5 
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4-2-1 Neural network design 

Designing a neural network condition pattern classifier involves two 

major issues, 

1. Choosing an appropriate type of neural networks. 

2. Building an optimum neural network structure. 

The two previous issues will be discussed in the following. 

1) Choosing an appropriate type of neural networks 

The three layer feedforward back propagation neural network is 

selected as the model of the condition pattern classifier, due to its 

following advantages. 

• Fast, able to account for any functional dependency. 

• User goes straight from the data to the model 

• Handle noisy data well, no need to manually detect col 

linearities, it has noise tolerance. 

• Learn from experience,  

• Generalize in novel situations if sufficiently structured and 

trained 

• Able to represent any function linear or not, simple or 

complex. 

• It has a good generalization performance. 

• It has good classification capability and many reported 

successful applications. 

2) Building an optimum neural network structure 

Since the relationship between classification accuracy, the complexity 

of a classification problem, the architecture of a neural network, and 

the number of learning samples required are still not well understood 
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and are still solved in practice by trial and error. The importance of 

optimum neural network architecture is even further emphasized. 

When the design sample size is small, then an undersized neural 

network can’t solve the classification problem. For oversized neural 

network, it requires more learning samples for training and can easily 

cause over fitting. 

The Neural Network Systematic Design Approach as follow: 
 
 

 
Fig. 4.1 schematic diagram for the ANN structure used to 

determine the cyclotron operating modes 
 
a) - Number of output neurons 
 
The number of output neurons equal to the number of the parameters 

that will be applied by the cyclotron operator to the cyclotron 

elements or devices. These elements are the magnetic lenses, the 

magnetic correctors, the concentric coils, and the harmonic coils.  
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 b) - Number of layers 

The number of layers depends on the complexity of the decision 

boundary. Since the number of output neurons has been decided, it is 

possible to estimate the complexity of the decision boundary and then 

determine the right number of layers used accordingly. Lippmann [1] 

proved that a 3- layer neural network is sufficient to form any decision 

boundary and to separate meshed classes, and a two - layer neural 

network can form any possibly impounded, convex decision region 

but can’t separate meshed classes regions. Cybenko [7] showed that a 

two – layer neural network is sufficient to form arbitrary decision 

boundary for the outputs. 

c) - Number of input neurons 
 
The number of neurons in the input layer equals to the number of 

features used. Reported research and experience showed that there 

was a relationship between classification accuracy, the number of 

features used, and the number of learning samples required. The 

addition of new features usually increases the classification accuracy, 

but when more and more features are added, the more weights are 

required to be trained by learning samples. When the number of 

samples is not enough to support the complete training and 

specification for all the weights, then the classification accuracy starts 

to decrease slowly. The number of features at which the classification 

accuracy is the highest, is called the optimum number of feature [1, 4]. 

d) - Number of hidden neurons 
 
Reported works [4,6] have shown that the relationship between the 

misclassification rate and the number of hidden neurons 
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approximately is quadratic. The number of hidden neurons must be 

large enough to form a decision boundary that is as complex as 

required by the given problem, but on the other hand not too large so 

that the generalization ability remains good. Maren [4] suggested 

mean of the inputs and outputs, this suggestion could be used to 

estimate a good starting point for the search of the optimum number of 

hidden neurons. 

 
4-3 Implementation of the Developed Neural Network 
 
Implementation of the neural network: 
 
The neural network level consists of five ANN. Every one is a three 

layer feedforward back propagation neural network. The MATLAB 

software was used to develop and simulate the five neural networks 

structure, training algorithm, and the user interface. The input signals 

are distributed to the five ANN inputs. The outputs of the ANN are the 

value of the required parameters that will be applied by the cyclotron 

operator to the cyclotron elements or devices. These elements are the 

magnetic lenses, the magnetic correctors, the concentric coils, and the 

internal and external harmonic coils. The first NN is for the magnetic 

lenses and has four output neurons. The second NN is for the 

magnetic correctors and has four output neurons. The third NN is for 

the concentric coils and has fife output neurons. The forth NN is for 

the internal harmonic coils and has three output neurons. The fifth NN 

is for the external harmonic coils and has three output neurons. 
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Neural Network Training 

The training is an iterative process of presenting input and desired 

output data to the network. So the weights and biases can be 

determined. The test data should be used to measure to what extent the 

network matches the ideal performance. At this point, a set of weights 

has been obtained that allows the network to reproduce the desired 

outputs for a given inputs such as those in the training set. The back 

propagation training algorithm is used for the networks training. 

Back Propagation (BP) Training Algorithm:  

The Back propagation Training algorithm derived from the condition 

of decreasing the squared error E between the desired output dk and 

the actual output Ok.     
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The back propagation training algorithm is used for the networks 

learning. The training procedure involves the presentation of a set of 

pairs of input and output patterns. The BP algorithm first uses the 

input pattern to produce its own output pattern and then compares this 

with the desired output. If the error between the desired and the actual 

outputs is sufficiently small, then no training take place, otherwise 

training continues. The procedure is as follow [2, 6, 7]. 

 
1- Construct the network, and initialize random values to all the 

connection 

     Weights wji and the biases θ j to all nodes, 

2- Present the normalized input vector to the input layer and propagate 

it to the 

     Output layer using the following tan sigmoid transformation 

function 

( )( ) 1
1

2
−










−+
=

j

j
nete

x        (1) 

     Where, 

ji ijij xwnet θ+=∑  

     and Xj is the actual output of node j 

3- Calculate the local errors at the output layer nodes using 

[ ][ ]21
2

1
jjjj xxd −−=δ                                         (2) 

where, dj is the desired output of node j 

and xj is the actual output of node j 

4- Calculate the local errors at the hidden layer nodes using 
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  [ ] kjk kjj wx ∑−= δδ 21
2

1
                  (3) 

5- Compute the connection weight changes and the bias changes using 

 

( ) ( )nwxnw jiijji ∆+=+∆ αηδ1                 (4) 

  and 

( ) ( )nn jjj θαηδθ ∆+−=+∆ 1                                                   (5)  

                                          

      Where, the bias acts as the threshold value of the neuron, n is the 

presentation number of the n’th step, η is the learning factor 

serving to adjust the size of the average weight change, α is the 

momentum coefficient. The larger the training rate, the larger the 

weight changes, and the faster the training. However large training 

rates often lead to oscillation of weight changes and the training is 

never completed or the algorithm converges to a solution that is 

not optimum. By introducing the momentum term, the training 

rate can be increased without oscillation. The momentum term 

determines the proportion of the last weight change that is added 

into the new weight change. 

6- Update the connection weights and the biases by adding the weight 

changes 

    and the bias changes, previously computed in step 5 as follow, 

( ) ( ) ( )11 +∆+=+ nwnwnw jijiji  

( ) ( ) ( )11 +∆+=+ nnn jjj θθθ  

   7- Go to step 2 until the error between the desired and the actual 

outputs is sufficiently small. 
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Fig. 4.2 shows the flowchart for the error back propagation 
training algorithm 
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4-3-1 Neural network 1 (lenses neural network) 
 
     A three layer feed forward back propagation neural network has 

been used to execute lenses parameters network. The input layer has 

four neurons. The output layer has four neurons. Every output neuron 

corresponds to a coil from the quadruple lenses. The first output 

neuron signal represents the value of current to be applied to the first 

coil in the first quadruple lens L11. The second output neuron signal 

represents the value of current to be applied to the second coil in the 

first quadruple lens L12. The third and fourth output neurons signals 

represent the value of currents to be applied to the first and second 

coils in the second quadruple lens L21 and L22 respectively to produce 

the required operating mode. The signal value of the output neurons 

must be calibrated (to be real current values) before the operator 

applies them to the lenses coils. The learning is done using different 

values of the learning factor η, and the momentum factor α, also for 

different numbers of the hidden layers neurons. The optimal first NN 

structure is achieved with four neurons in the hidden layer, with 

learning factor η= 0.8 and the momentum factor α =0.6. The number 

of iterations for completed learning is 300 iterations for final error less 

than 0.00143. Fig. 4.3 shows the typical final structure for the ANNS 

for the Lenses coils. 
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Fig. 4.3 Typical final structure for the feed forward neural 
network for the lenses 

 
 

4-3-2 Neural network 2 (correctors neural network) 
 
     A three layer feed forward back propagation neural network has 

been used to execute this network. The input layer has four neurons. 

The output layer has four neurons. Every output neuron corresponds 

to a coil from the corrector magnets. The first output neuron signal 

represents the value of current to be applied to the first coil in the first 

corrector magnet C11. The second output neuron signal represents the 

value of current to be applied to the second coil in the first corrector 

magnet C12. The third and fourth output neurons signals represent the 

value of currents to be applied to the first and second coils in the 

second corrector magnet C21 and C22 respectively to produce the 

required operating mode. The signal value of the output neurons must 

be calibrated (to be real current values) before the operator applies 

them to the dipole magnets coils. The learning is done by using 

different values of the learning factor η, and the momentum factor α 

for different numbers of hidden layers neurons. The optimal second 
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Particle 

Energy  
          

Duty factor 

 Current 

C11 

C12 

C21 

C22 

Input layer 
Output layer 

 
Hidden layer 

 Bias hidden Bias output 

NN structure is achieved with six neurons in the hidden layer, with 

learning factor η= 0.85 and the momentum factor α =0.5. The number 

of iterations for learning completed is 122 iterations for final error less 

0.000339. 

Fig. 4.4 shows the typical final structure for the ANNs for the 

Corrector coils. 

 

 

Fig. 4.4 Typical final structure for the feed forward neural 
network model for the correctors  

 
4-3-3 Neural network 3 (concentric coils neural network) 
 
     A three layer feed forward back propagation neural network has 

been used to execute this network. The input layer has four neurons. 

The output layer has five neurons. Every output neuron corresponds to 

a coil from the concentric coils. The first output neuron signal 

represents the value of current to be applied to the first concentric coil 

C1. The second output neuron signal represents the value of current to 

be applied to the second concentric coil C2. The third , fourth and fifth 

output neurons signals represent the value of currents to be applied to 
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the third, the fourth and fifth concentric coils C3, C4 and C5 

respectively to produce the required operating mode. The signal value 

of the output neurons must be calibrated (to be real current values) 

before the operator applies them to the concentric coils. The learning 

is done by using different values of the learning factor η, and the 

momentum factor α, for different numbers of the hidden layers 

neurons. The optimal third NN structure is achieved with ten neurons 

in the hidden layer, with learning factor η= 0.05 and the momentum 

factor α =0.7. The number of iterations for learning completed is 1154 

iterations for final error less than 0.00199. 

Fig. 4.5 shows the typical final structure for the ANNs for the 

concentric coils. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4.5 Typical final structure for the feed forward neural 
network model for the concentric coils 
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4-3-4 Neural network 4 (internal harmonic coils neural network) 
 
     A three layer feed forward back propagation neural network has 

been used to execute this network; the input layer has four neurons. 

The output layer has six neurons. Every output neuron corresponds to 

a coil from the harmonic coils (see Fig. 4.6). The first output neuron 

signal represents the value of current to be applied to the first internal 

(Int.) harmonic coil HC1. The second output neuron signal represents 

the value of current to be applied to the second internal harmonic coil 

HC2. The third output neuron signal represents the value of current to 

be applied to the third internal harmonic coil HC3.  

 

Fig. 4.6 Typical final structure for the feed forward neural 
network model for the internal harmonic coils  

 

The signal value of the output neurons must be calibrated (to be real 

current values) before the operator applies them to the harmonic coils. 

The learning is done also using different values of the learning factor 

η and the momentum factor α, also for different numbers of the 
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hidden layers neurons. The optimal structure NN for the 4th NN 

(internal harmonic coil) is achieved with 6 neurons in the hidden 

layer, with learning factor η= 0.9 and the momentum factor α =0.6. 

The number of iterations for learning completed is 736 iterations for 

final error less than 0.0015 for (internal harmonic coils). 

4-3-5 Neural network 5 (external harmonic coils neural network) 
 
The NN5, The fourth, fifth and six output neurons signals represent 

the value of currents to be applied to the first, second and third  

external (Ext.) harmonic coils HC4, HC5 and HC6 respectively to 

produce the required operating mode as shown in Fig. 4.7.  

 

Fig. 4.7 Typical final structure for the Feed forward neural 
network model for the external harmonic coils 

 

The signal value of the output neurons must be calibrated (to be real 

current values) before the operator applies them to the harmonic coils. 

The learning is done also using different values of the learning factor 

η and the momentum factor α, also for different numbers of the 

hidden layers neurons. The optimal second of fourth NN structure 
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(external harmonic coils) is achieved with 4 neurons in the hidden 

layer, with learning factor η= 0.5 and the momentum factor α =0.67. 

The number of iterations for learning completed is 121 iterations for 

final error less than 0.00874 for (external harmonic coils). 

 

4-4 Testing of the Neural Network System 
 

The testing phase examines the performance of the trained neural 

network with the derived weights and biases. Measuring the ability of 

the network to classify the testing data correctly is done. If problems 

are appeared in the testing, various factors may be examined, like the 

format of the training data, model parameters values, and the structure 

of the network. For the first neural network (Lenses), the numbers of 

testing patterns are 35, and the neural network accuracy is 95%. For 

the second neural network (Corrector), the numbers of testing patterns 

are ٢٥, and the neural network accuracy is 97%. For the third neural 

network (Concentric Coils), the numbers of testing patterns are 50, 

and the neural network accuracy is 100%. For the fourth neural 

network (internal harmonic coils), the number of testing patterns of 

int. are 50, the neural network accuracy is 98%, for the fifth neural 

network (external harmonic coils), the number of testing patterns of 

ext. are 40, the neural network accuracy is 96%. 

Neural Network 1 

 Table 4.2 shows 10 patterns for testing the developed neural network-

1. The shown output values (Lenses currents) in the table are the 

normalized values corresponding to the real current values to be used 

to run this operating mode. The calibration done by the operator, the 
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operator should calibrate these normalized values to be real currents. 

The minus sign express only the current direction in the corresponding 

coil.  

                      From table (4.2) the first pattern shows that this operating mode is for 

producing the particle (proton) with energy of (18 MeV) and current 

intensity (10 uA) at a duty factor of 10. 

  Comparison with the real corresponding mode one can realize that 

these operating modes are a good start for the operator and that the 

operator has to make fine tuning for the current values to achieve the 

best beam current at the end user experiments. 

Table 4.2 10 patterns recalls for testing the trained neural network-1 
 

                    

Table 4-3 shows the values of the corresponding real operating mode 

parameters. One can realize a little difference between the real 

operating mode and the determined operating mode in the values of 

the currents.  

  

Neural Networks Inputs Neural Networks Outputs 
Pattern  

No. 
 particle 

Energy 
MeV 

Current 
Intensity 

µA 

Duty  
factor 

L11 L12 L21 L22 

1 1 14.5 10 10 1.680 -1.579 1.095 -0.699 

2 1 14.5 7 7 1.680 -1.579 1.095 -0.699 

3 1 14.5 5 5 1.680 -1.579 1.095 -0.699 

4 1 14.5 2 2 1.680 -1.579 1.095 -0.699 

5 1 14.5 1 1 1.680 -1.579 1.095 -0.699 

6 1 18.0   10 10 2.069 -1.85 -1.98 2.089 

7 1 18.0   7 7 2.069 -1.85 -1.98 2.089 

8 1 18.0   5 5 2.069 -1.85 -1.98 2.089 

9 1 18.0   2 2 2.069 -1.85 -1.98 2.089 

10 1 18.0   1 1 2.069 -1.85 -1.98 2.089 
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Table 4.3 real operating mode patterns to be compared with the outputs 
of neural network-1 
 

 
Neural Network 2 
 
Table 4.4 shows 10 patterns for testing the developed neural network-

2. The shown output values in the table are the normalized values 

corresponding to the real current values (corrector) to be used to start 

this operating mode. The operator should calibrate these normalized 

values to be real currents. The minus sign express only the current 

direction in the corresponding coil.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neural Networks Inputs Neural Networks Outputs 
Pattern 

No. 

 

particl

e 

Energy 

MeV 

Current 

Intensity 

µA 

Duty 

factor 
LL1 LL2 LL3 LL4 

1 1 14.5 10 10 1.657971 -1.58099 1.076891 -0.67793 

2 1 14.5 7 7 1.664069 -1.58187 1.101217 -0.70046 

3 1 14.5 5 5 1.667697 -1.58127 1.112345 -0.70623 

4 1 14.5 2 2 1.668208 -1.58129 1.101574 -0.69668 

5 1 14.5 1 1 1.668067 -1.58132 1.096177 -0.69214 

6 1 18.0 10 10 2.055313 -1.80779 -1.86476 1.844546 

7 1 18.0 7 7 2.055844 -1.80772 -1.86787 1.847314 

8 1 18.0 5 5 2.058469 -1.80676 -1.85836 1.843828 

9 1 18.0 2 2 2.060204 -1.8059 -1.85596 1.84557 

10 1 18.0 1 1 2.060033 -1.80585 -1.85916 1.848389 
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Table 4.4  10 patterns recalls for testing the trained neural network-2 
 

 

Comparison with the real corresponding mode one can realize that 

these operating modes are a good start for the operator and that the 

operator has to make fine tuning for the current values to achieve the 

best beam current at the end user experiments. 

Table 4-5 shows the values of the corresponding real operating mode 

parameters. The error between the desired and the actual outputs is 

sufficiently small.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neural Networks Inputs Neural Networks Outputs 
Pattern 

No. 

 
 particle 

Energy 

MeV 

Current 

Intensity 

µA 

Duty 

factor 
C11 C12 C21 C22 

1 1 14.5 10 10 -0.949 -0.280 0.069 -0.019 

2 1 14.5 7 7 -0.949 -0.280 0.069 -0.019 

3 1 14.5 5 5 -0.949 -0.280 0.069 -0.019 

4 1 14.5 2 2 -0.949 -0.280 0.069 -0.019 

5 1 14.5 1 1 -0.949 -0.280 0.069 -0.019 

6 1 18.0 10 10 -0.869 -0.380 -0.350 -0.050 

7 1 18.0 7 7 -0.869 -0.380 -0.350 -0.050 

8 1 18.0 5 5 -0.869 -0.380 -0.350 -0.050 

9 1 18.0 2 2 -0.869 -0.380 -0.350 -0.050 

10 1 18.0 1 1 -0.869 -0.380 -0.350 -0.050 
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Table 4.5 real operating mode patterns to be compared with the outputs 
of neural network-2 
 

Neural Networks Inputs Neural Networks Outputs 

Energy Current Duty 
MeV Intensity factor particle 

  µA   

C11 C12 C21 C22 

1 14.5 10 10 -0.949 -0.28 0.069 -0.019 

1 14.5 7 7 -0.949 -0.28 0.069 -0.019 

1 14.5 5 5 -0.949 -0.28 0.069 -0.019 

1 14.5 2 2 -0.949 -0.28 0.069 -0.019 

1 14.5 1 1 -0.949 -0.28 0.069 -0.019 

1 18 10 10 -0.869 -0.38 -0.35 -0.05 

1 18 7 7 -0.869 -0.38 -0.35 -0.05 

1 18 5 5 -0.869 -0.38 -0.35 -0.05 

1 18 2 2 -0.869 -0.38 -0.35 -0.05 

1 18 1 1 -0.869 -0.38 -0.35 -0.05 
 
Neural Network 3 
 
Table 4-6 shows 10 patterns for testing the developed neural network-

3. The shown output values in the table are the normalized values 

corresponding to the real current Values (concentric coils) to be used 

to start this operating mode.  

Table 4-7 shows the values of the corresponding real operating mode 

parameters. The error between the desired and the actual outputs is 

sufficiently small.  
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Table 4.6   10 patterns recalls for testing the trained neural network-3 
 

Neural Networks Inputs Neural Networks Outputs 

Pattern 
No. 

 particle 
Energy 
MeV 

Curr
ent 

Inten
sity 
µA 

    Duty 
factor 

CC1 CC2 CC3 CC4 CC5 

1 1 14.5 10 10 1.45794 -3.23977 -5.25594 3.109357 5.18900 

2 1 14.5 7 7 1.421912 -3.17902 -5.20631 3.158294 5.19748 

3 1 14.5 5 5 1.426962 -3.18648 -5.24309 3.15756 5.19806 

4 1 14.5 2 2 1.324128 -3.09809 -5.15908 3.223969 5.19129 

5 1 14.5 1 1 1.465221 -3.19502 -5.24338 3.206712 5.18686 
6 1 18.0 10 10 3.838691 -0.39921 0.060985 7.04005 5.67958 
7 1 18.0 7 7 3.830661 -0.38999 0.072544 7.03095 5.68165 

8 1 18.0 5 5 3.848499 -0.40225 0.063804 7.021535 5.68359 

9 1 18.0 2 2 3.861488 -0.41685 0.060295 6.986731 5.68593 

10 1 18.0 1 1 3.825887 -0.39069 0.062345 7.031789 5.68531 

 
 
Table 4.7 real operating modes patterns to be compared with the                                         
outputs of NN-3 
 

Neural Networks Inputs Neural Networks Outputs 
Pattern  

No. 
 particle 

Energy 
MeV 

Current 
Intensity 

µA 

Duty  
factor 

CC1 CC2 CC3 CC4 CC5 

1 1 14.5 10 10 
1.476045 

-
3.25686 -5.16783 3.143381 5.189001 

2 1 14.5 7 7 
1.472735 

-
3.25698 -5.1707 3.139326 5.197486 

3 1 14.5 5 5 
1.469552 

-
3.25670 -5.17171 3.139229 5.198067 

4 1 14.5 2 2 
1.471643 

-
3.25576 -5.16887 3.142752 5.191299 

5 1 14.5 1 1 
1.477801 

-
3.25612 -5.16644 3.144416 5.186864 

6 1 
18.0   

10 10 
3.836488 

-
0.40095 0.064505 7.024847 5.679586 

7 1 
18.0   

7 7 
3.847218 

-
0.40079 0.068357 7.023974 5.681656 

8 1 
18.0   

5 5 
3.842324 

-
0.40048 0.066545 7.022761 5.683591 

9 1 
18.0   

2 2 
3.837896 

-
0.39906 0.066556 7.023264 5.685934 

10 1 
18.0   

1 1 
3.838442 

-
0.39836 0.067888 7.024493 5.685316 
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Neural Network 4 (internal harmonic coil): 
 
Table 4.8 10 patterns recalls for testing the trained neural network- 4 
 

 

Table 4.8 shows 10 patterns for testing the developed neural network -

4.The shown output values in the table are the normalized values 

corresponding to the real current values (internal harmonic coil) to be 

used to start this operating mode.  

Table 4.9 shows the values of the corresponding real operating mode 

parameters. The error between the desired and the actual outputs is 

sufficiently small. 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

Neural Networks Inputs Neural Networks Outputs 
Patter

n 
No. 

 
particle 

Energy 
MeV 

Current 
Intensit

y 
µA 

Duty 
factor 

HC1 HC2 HC3 

1 1 14.5 10 10 1.65797 -1.58099 1.076891 
2 1 14.5 7 7 1.66406 -1.58187 1.101217 
3 1 14.5 5 5 1.66769 -1.58127 1.112345 
4 1 14.5 2 2 1.66820 -1.58129 1.101574 
5 1 14.5 1 1 1.66806 -1.58132 1.096177 
6 1 18.0 10 10 2.05531 -1.80779 -1.86476 
7 1 18.0 7 7 2.05584 -1.80772 -1.86787 
8 1 18.0 5 5 2.05846 -1.80676 -1.85836 
9 1 18.0 2 2 2.06020 -1.8059 -1.85596 

10 1 18.0 1 1 2.06003 -1.80585 -1.85916 
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Table 4.9 real operating modes patterns to be compared with the 
outputs of neural network 4 

 
 

Neural Network 5 (external harmonic coil): 
 
Table 4.10 10 patterns recalls for testing the trained neural network- 5 

 

Table 4.10 shows 10 patterns for testing the developed neural network 

5 the shown output values in the table are the normalized values 

Neural Networks Inputs 
Neural Networks Outputs 

After Calibration 
Pattern  

No. 
 particle 

Energy 
MeV 

Current 
Intensit

y 
µA 

Duty  
factor 

HC1 HC2 HC3 

1 1 14.5 10 10 -1.79857 1.29398 0.472327 
2 1 14.5 7 7 -1.80958 1.30849 0.477956 
3 1 14.5 5 5 -1.81601 1.31536 0.480897 
4 1 14.5 2 2 -1.8237 1.32261 0.48421 
5 1 14.5 1 1 -1.82527 1.32412 0.484893 
6 1 18.0 10 10 -1.61855 1.70710 -0.11754 
7 1 18.0 7 7 -1.63011 1.71962 -0.11468 
8 1 18.0 5 5 -1.6317 1.72318 -0.11508 
9 1 18.0 2 2 -1.60983 1.71298 -0.12441 

10 1 18.0 1 1 -1.59112 1.70255 -0.13162 

Neural Networks Inputs 
Neural Networks Outputs 

After Calibration 
Patter

n 
No. 

 
particl

e 
Energy 
MeV 

Current 
Intensity 

µA 

Duty 
factor 

HC4 HC5 HC6 

1 1 14.5 10 10 3.561999998 4.6860000 -8.246999995 
2 1 14.5 7 7 3.561999998 4.6860000 -8.246999995 
3 1 14.5 5 5 3.561999998 4.6860000 -8.246999995 
4 1 14.5 2 2 3.561999998 4.6860000 -8.246999995 
5 1 14.5 1 1 3.561999998 4.6860000 -8.246999995 
6 1 18.0 10 10 4.302000001 7.5559999 -11.85799999 
7 1 18.0 7 7 4.302000001 7.5559999 -11.85799999 
8 1 18.0 5 5 4.302000001 7.5559999 -11.85799999 
9 1 18.0 2 2 4.302000001 7.5559999 -11.85799999 

10 1 18.0 1 1 4.302000001 7.5559999 -11.85799999 
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corresponding to the real current values (external harmonic coil) to be 

used to start this operating mode.  

Table 4.11 shows the values of the corresponding real operating mode 

parameters.  

 
Table 4.11 real operating modes patterns to be compared with the 
outputs of NN 5 
 

 
Table 4.12 the error between the desired and the actual outputs is 

sufficiently small.  

Table 4.12 Summary for the values of the error factor for the trained 5 
neural networks  
 

Neural Networks Inputs Neural Networks Outputs 
Pattern 

No. 
 particle 

Energy 
MeV 

Current 
Intensity 

µA 

Duty 
factor 

HC4 HC5 HC6 

1 1 14.5 10 10 3.759752464 4.447828257 -8.259345404 

2 1 14.5 7 7 3.745834205 4.447536727 -8.250362022 

3 1 14.5 5 5 3.745665675 4.454879507 -8.268080416 

4 1 14.5 2 2 3.741181986 4.462132191 -8.283122469 

5 1 14.5 1 1 3.736403033 4.461728013 -8.279388032 

6 1 18.0 10 10 3.799168698 7.465013206 -11.270997500 

7 1 18.0 7 7 3.766545647 7.459937775 -11.238941852 

8 1 18.0 5 5 3.747812890 7.458959541 -11.225201725 

9 1 18.0 2 2 3.732950933 7.468423668 -11.238969512 

10 1 18.0 1 1 3.725802682 7.469676804 -11.237658550 

NN parameters 
I/P 

neurons 
O/P 

neurons 
Hidden 
neurons 

Error 
factor 

NN1 lenses 4 4 4 0.00143 
NN2 Correctors 4 4 6 0.000339 

NN3 
Concentric 

coils 
4 5 10 0.00199 

NN4 
Internal 

Harmonic 
coils 

4 
 

3 Int. Har. 
coils 

4 0.0015 

NN5 
External 

Harmonic 
coils 

4 
3 Ext. Har. 

coils 
6 0.00874 
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4-5 Software Simulation for the Developed Neural   
Networks 

 

4-5-1 Programming language 

The trained NN can be simulated to obtain its response to the inputs in 

the training set. Before training a feedforward network, the weights 

and biases must be initialized. The newff command automatically 

initializes the weights, but you might want to reinitialize them. You do 

this with the init command. This function takes a network object as 

input and returns a network object with all weights and biases 

initialized. Here is how a network is initialized (or reinitialized) 

Scaled Conjugate Gradient (trainscg). The following code reinitializes 

the previous network and retrains it using the scaled conjugate 

gradient algorithm. The training parameters for trainscg are epochs, 

show, goal, time, min_grad, max_fail, sigma, and lambda. The first 

six parameters have been discussed previously. The parameter sigma 

determines the change in the weight for the second derivative 

approximation. The parameter lambda regulates the indefiniteness of 

the Hessian. 

4-5-2 Simulation for neural networks system 

This study is based on developing a Neural Networks system for 

MGC-20 Cyclotron it helps the cyclotron operator to determine new 

operating modes. 

4-5-3 Graphical user interface (GUI) 

The graphical user interface (GUI) is designed to be simple and user 

friendly in MATLAB environment by nntool. Once the Network/Data 

Manager window is up and running, the network can be created, 

viewed, trained and simulated. Then the final results can be exported 
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to the workspace. Similarly, the data can be imported from the 

workspace for use in the GUI. 

Recall the inputs p, and the targets t, the Network/Data Manager 

window is running, the results output data, and error data as shown in 

Fig.4.8, Import to the Network /Data Manager as shown in Fig. 4. 9 

and Export from Network /Data Manager as shown in Fig. 4. 10. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4.8 Network/Data Manager window is up and running 
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Fig.4.9 Import to the Network /Data Manager 
 

 

 
 

Fig.4.10 Export from Network /Data Manager 
 

Fig. 4.11 shows a flowchart for the complete Neural Networks system 

for new operating mode of cyclotron, the MATLAB [26] software is 

used to simulate the neural networks structure and the training 
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algorithm, and the user interface. The graphical user interface (GUI) is 

all executed as a MATLAB programs. 

 

 
Fig. 4.11 Flow chart for the neural network system for new 

operating mode of cyclotron 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

CONCLUSION 

5-1 Conclusion 
 

The major finding and results in thesis are: 

1. Through this research the neural network technique was employed 

to develop a method for determining the new operating modes for 

the cyclotron operation. 

2. The feedforward back propagation neural networks, shows extreme 

promise in producing useful tools for parametric applications. 

3. This technique has its own advantages when applied to determine 

new operating modes. The applications of ANN to determine 

accurate parameters by several researchers in many different 

branches require less restrictive assumptions. Also the inherent 

parallelism of these networks allows very rabid parallel search and 

best match computations. 

4. The developed Neural Network (NN) for making adjustments of 

parameters of the MGC-20 cyclotron. We used a multilayer 

feedforward neural network as the model of NN, with three layers, 

input layer, hidden layer, and output layer. In order to decrease the 

complexity of the NN, increasing the classification accuracy, five 

ANNs have been used. The input signals are distributed to the four 

ANN inputs. The outputs of the ANN are the value of the required 

parameters that will be applied by the cyclotron operator to the 

cyclotron elements or devices. These elements are the magnetic 

lenses, the magnetic correctors, the concentric coils, and the harmonic 
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coils. ANNs. The first NN, the magnetic lenses has four output 

neurons. The second NN, the magnetic correctors has four output 

neurons. The third NN, the concentric coils has five output neurons.  

The forth NN, the int. harmonic coils has three output neurons. The 

fifth NN, the ext. harmonic coils has three output neurons. The five 

neural networks used the error back propagation training algorithm for 

training.  

- The inputs of the four ANN are the required beam parameters 

(the particle name, the particle energy, the beam intensity and the 

duty factor). 

- The outputs of the neural networks are five outputs express the 

main operating variables of the MGC-20 cyclotron. 

5.  The data set used to train and test the network architectures 

consisted of 100 patterns. The data set was divided into two equal 

groups. The first group of data was first used to train the network 

architectures, while the second group of data was used to test it. 

Five network architectures were trained and tested. Secondly, the 

training and testing sets were swapped and training and testing 

process were repeated. The ANN was trained with the 50 sets of 

data; four ANN has met the convergence criterion in epochs for 

final error:  

•  The first neural network has four input neurons, and five output 

neurons corresponding to the current values for the four coils of 

the two magnetic lenses The optimal first NN structure is achieved 

with four neurons in the hidden layer, with learning factor η= 0.8 

and the momentum factor α =0.6. The number of iterations for 
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learning completed is 300 iterations for final error less than 

0.00143. Fig. 4.2 shows the typical final structure for the ANNS 

for the Lenses coils. 

•  The second neural network has four input neurons, and four output 

neurons corresponding to the current values for the four coils of 

the two magnetic correctors The optimal second NN structure is 

achieved with six neurons in the hidden layer, with learning factor 

η= 0.85 and the momentum factor α =0.5. The number of 

iterations for learning completed is 122 iterations for final error 

less 0.000339. Fig. 4.3 shows the typical final structure for the 

ANNS for the Corrector coils. 

• The third neural network has four input neurons, and five output 

neurons corresponding to the current values for the five concentric 

coils. The optimal third NN structure is achieved with ten neurons 

in the hidden layer, with learning factor η= 0.05 and the 

momentum factor α =0.7. The number of iterations for learning 

completed is 1154 iterations for final error less than 0.00199. Fig. 

4.4 shows the typical final structure for the ANNS for the 

concentric coils. 

•  The forth neural network has four input neurons, and three output 

neurons corresponding to the current values for the three coils of 

the three internal harmonic coils The optimal of fourth NN 

structure is achieved with 6 neurons in the hidden layer, with 

learning factor η= 0.5 and the momentum factor α =0.67. The 

number of iterations for learning completed is 736 iterations for 

final error less than 0.0015. 
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•   The fifth neural network has four input neurons, and three output 

neurons corresponding to the current values for the three coils of 

the three external harmonic coils. The optimal of NN fifth 

structure is achieved with 4 neurons in the hidden layer,The 

number of iterations for learning completed is 121 iterations for 

final error less than 0.00874. Fig. 4.5 shows the typical final 

structure for the ANNS for the internal harmonic coil. 

6.   Finally the following point is recommended for the future work:  

The future work is to build neural networks to determine the rest 

parameters of the required new operating modes. These neural 

networks will be configured for determining the cyclotron main 

magnet parameters, the deflector parameters, the ion source 

parameters and the radio frequency system parameters.  
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APPENDIX A 

A.1 MATLAB SOURCE CODE 

// one example of the used programs (program NN3) 
 
 
 
P=[1    1   1   1   1   1   1   1   1   1   1   1   1   
1   1   1   1   1   1   1   1   1   1   1   1   1   1   
1   1   1   1   1   1   1   1   1   1   1   1   1   1   
1   1   1   1   1   1   1   1   1 
;0.527777778 0.527777778 0.527777778 0.527777778 
0.527777778 1 1 1 1 1 0.805555556 0.805555556 
0.805555556 0.805555556 0.805555556 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 0.816666667 0.816666667 0.816666667 
0.816666667 0.816666667 0.816666667 0.816666667 
0.816666667 0.816666667 0.816666667 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1; 
  
;1 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.1 1 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.1 1 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.1 1 
0.7 0.5 0.2 0.1 1 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.1 1 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.1 1 
0.7 0.5 0.2 0.1 1 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.1 1 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.1 1 
0.7 0.5 0.2 0.1;1 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.1 1 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.1 1 
0.7 0.5 0.2 0.1 1 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.1 1 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.1 1 
0.7 0.5 0.2 0.1 1 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.1 1 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.1 1 
0.7 0.5 0.2 0.1 1 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.1]; 
  
T=[0.855211581  0.855211581 0.855211581 0.855211581 
0.855211581 0.80155902  0.80155902  0.80155902  
0.80155902  0.80155902  0.316035635 0.316035635 
0.316035635 0.316035635 0.316035635 0.80155902  
0.80155902  0.80155902  0.80155902  0.80155902  
0.80155902  0.80155902  0.80155902  0.80155902  
0.80155902  0.80155902  0.80155902  0.80155902  
0.80155902  0.80155902  0.327171492 0.327171492 
0.327171492 0.327171492 0.327171492 0.327171492 
0.327171492 0.327171492 0.327171492 0.327171492 1   1   
1   1   1   0.926503341 0.926503341 0.926503341 
0.926503341 0.926503341 
;-1 -1  -1  -1  -1  -0.062730627    -0.062730627    -
0.062730627    -0.062730627    -0.062730627    -
0.592250923    -0.592250923    -0.592250923    -
0.592250923    -0.592250923    -0.062730627    -
0.062730627    -0.062730627    -0.062730627    -
0.062730627    -0.062730627    -0.062730627    -
0.062730627    -0.062730627    -0.062730627    -
0.062730627    -0.062730627    -0.062730627    -
0.062730627    -0.062730627    -0.592250923    -
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0.592250923    -0.592250923    -0.592250923    -
0.592250923    -0.592250923    -0.592250923    -
0.592250923    -0.592250923    -0.592250923    -
0.079335793    -0.079335793    -0.079335793    -
0.079335793    -0.079335793    -0.112546125    -
0.112546125    -0.112546125    -0.112546125    -
0.112546125 
;-1 -1  -1  -1  -1  -0.016375546    -0.016375546    -
0.016375546    -0.016375546    -0.016375546    -
0.694459607    -0.694459607    -0.694459607    -
0.694459607    -0.694459607    -0.016375546    -
0.016375546    -0.016375546    -0.016375546    -
0.016375546    -0.016375546    -0.016375546    -
0.016375546    -0.016375546    -0.016375546    -
0.016375546    -0.016375546    -0.016375546    -
0.016375546    -0.016375546    -0.698689956    -
0.698689956    -0.698689956    -0.698689956    -
0.698689956    -0.698689956    -0.698689956    -
0.698689956    -0.698689956    -0.698689956    
0.049126638 0.049126638 0.049126638 0.049126638 
0.049126638 0.070960699 0.070960699 0.070960699 
0.070960699 0.070960699 
;0.145048815    0.145048815 0.145048815 0.145048815 
0.145048815 1   1   1   1   1   0.460251046 0.460251046 
0.460251046 0.460251046 0.460251046 1   1   1   1   1   
1   1   1   1   1   1   1   1   1   1   0.465829847 
0.465829847 0.465829847 0.465829847 0.465829847 
0.410041841 0.410041841 0.410041841 0.410041841 
0.410041841 0.956764296 0.956764296 0.956764296 
0.956764296 0.956764296 0.920502092 0.920502092 
0.920502092 0.920502092 0.920502092 
;0.730253353    0.730253353 0.730253353 0.730253353 
0.730253353 0.789865872 0.789865872 0.789865872 
0.789865872 0.789865872 0.745156483 0.745156483 
0.745156483 0.745156483 0.745156483 0.789865872 
0.789865872 0.789865872 0.789865872 0.789865872 
0.789865872 0.789865872 0.789865872 0.789865872 
0.789865872 0.789865872 0.789865872 0.789865872 
0.789865872 0.789865872 0.789716841 0.789716841 
0.789716841 0.789716841 0.789716841 0.789716841 
0.789716841 0.789716841 0.789716841 0.789716841 
0.922503726 0.922503726 0.922503726 0.922503726 
0.922503726 1   1   1   1   1]; 
  
  
net=newff(minmax(P),[10 5],{'tansig' 
'purelin'},'trainscg'); 
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net=init(net); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
net.performFcn='mse'; 
net.trainparam.epochs=10000; 
net.trainparam.show=10; 
net.trainparam.goal=0.001989; 
net=train(net,P,T); 
net.trainparam.min_grad=1e-10; 
net.trainParam.mc=0.9; 
net.trainParam.lr = 0.85; 
InputWeights=cell2mat(net.IW) 
HiddenWeights=cell2mat(net.LW) 
HiddenBias=cell2mat(net.b(1,:)) 
OutputBias=cell2mat(net.b(2,:)) 
  
 a=sim(net,P) 
  
 MM=.5*((T-a).^2) 
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APPENDIX B 

Improving the Performance of the Power Supply of the 

Cyclotron Harmonic Coils 

Correction of lower harmonics of the cyclotron magnetic field is of 

great importance for its operation. Error in the magnetic field lower 

harmonics can reduce the efficiency of the beam extraction. For 

control of the cyclotron magnetic field lower harmonics, the so called 

inner and outer harmonic coils are provided. These harmonic coils 

must be fed by a very high accuracy current source power supply. 

This power supply must be equipped with a high resolution 

measurement and control scheme. Harmonic coils are supplied with 

conventional thyristor controlled converters with analog control 

strategy. Frequent interruption of operation and difficulties in the 

adjustment of harmonic coil current lead to economical and research – 

time losses. This research project aims to replace this conventional 

system with a more effective, accurate and less complicated digital 

control system [28]. 
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IاKLMNOPQRIا  
 

       jklmnnopqت اtpunnvwqا xny تztunn{ جtn}kz ات~nnqly xnn� رةtn�� تtpunnvwqت ا�nw�y

          �nw�pqا jn�tع و�ln�q tn��� �nqوذ jn��}�y تt�t� j�v}�y  .ون و�}��unvqا )   �n{ �n� ٢٠-إم  (

� tpunvw�qت xny اln�qع اnq~وار           nw�y xn� رةtn�� �m�qا j�� �u�� �� ى�qوا .   �nuw�}q م~�}nv 

  ~nnqت واtnklو���qم اlnnu�¡qوا tn�qت اtpunnvت و�tkو��l-٣  jnn��}�y تtn�t� �nnqت .  اtnn�u��}qا xnnyو

      tn¡u¢ م~�}v  �}qا jyt¡qون ا�}��unvqا       j�nopqا �£tn¤�qج اtn}kإ �nه  ،    jn وl�qت ا��tn�}qا jn{درا

 .واtu�pqف اl�qوى

 �¡tز ��y~ اq{�آu¬، و {�lن xy �~ة أ�ªاء ر£juvu وهtn¤k �nم ��nدد ا�qاد ln،            ا��uvq{�ونو

u�t�¯pqا           °n��y ،��u�t}n{و�}�qzرف اtmqا  ، j�¢اl}pqوا ªآ�pqة ا~m}y تt��pqا °y �vu£�qا ±

    �u¯nnno}q jnnn�~qا jnnn�£t¢ رة~nnn�qدر اtnnn²y xnnny د~nnnو�   �klnnn zل اtunnnvqا �nnn�k مtnnn¤kت، وtnnnkl zا

 . ´��tءة �juqtا��uvq{�ون

                  unvwqع اlnk °ny ¬n{t�}}q �u¯no}qات ا�nu¯}y µ�n¶ xny ~n´z j�u�y j�t�q xu�y �uv� �uw�}q �

jnn´l��pqا jnn�t�qون   . وا�}��unnvqا �u¯nno� µnnpk �pnnv� tnn�y �u¯nno}qات ا�nnu¯}y . ات�nnu¯}y و·ن

� �~ ~ة �� إ�{tuر   u¯o}q١٩ا        j�n}t�pqا tn¡pu� ~n ~m{q �nم ذآtn¤k �upn²}q jqtn}�q¹ ه�¸ ا¢ �u¯{y

                  xny ة�¢ln}pqت اtnyl��pqا �n�� دtnp}�zt´ jn�uو د� j� �n{ jn� ��´ tny jn�t�q tny �unv� �uw�}q

 ̄ o}qط اtpkا  t�´t{ j¢و��pqا �u .           xny ة�ny �nآ �¢ ~´ z ty j�t�q ty �uv� �uw�� ju�p� حtw�qو

         jn´l��pqا jn�t�qوا �uvw�q j�{t�y �u�q ات�u¯}pqه�¸ ا µ�¶ .          ات�nu¯}pqا ¸�nه µ�n¶ �}n  jnyt�

               ،� ln� tn}ق و��¯}v  ب وه�اl��p�q ون�}��uvqا �¯oy �²  �}¾ ¿��qوا jqوtmpqا j� ��´

اtn¤k xn� �nm�qم ذآ�nq ¹n اn�q~رة ���un� xunu�� �n ا�nu¯}pqات ´�q�q            jn�~qt آtن xy ا�Áqوري     

 j�nn{t�pqا j��nnvqا    . وا ju�nn²�qت اt��nnoqم اtnn¤k Ânnuر و���tnnu}ا� �nnو�z   �unn� xunn�}q ju�t��nnÃ

· �u¯o}qات ا�u¯}y ط �~ ~ةtpk �u¯o}qون�}��uvqا.  

   jqtnnn{�qا ¸�nnn¹ هnnn¢ :        �nnnw�pq ة~nnn ~� �u¯nnno� ات�nnnu¯}y xunnn�}q مtnnn¤k �upnnn²� �nnn�

}��uvqص )٢٠-إم �� }� (�وناt�qاj وl�qث اlm�qاªآ�p´ -j ر�qا j�t�qا jÆuه . 

�� ��n� xy jق   آذات ا��q ا����q اj��oq اv   ju�²�q{�~ ��� إ}{�~ام     ه�ا اt¤�qم 

 ��t��Ãzء اtآ�qن     . اln�}  مtn¤�qا ا�nه  xny  ±np�  ju�n²� تt��nÇ    ازىln}qا �n�� �np��  .  �nآ

         � �n´ ث وذات�nÈ تtn��� ذات jnuytyأ ju�²� j��Ç �n�� .ت ا وt��noqا jnvp�q  �}n   �¡yا~�}n{إ 
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        j�u�y j�t�´ xu�y �uvwq j�{t�pqا �u¯o}qات ا�u¯}y �u� xuu�}q . ت ا��~p¢±p�q  ت ه�t��Ç 

        �u¯o}qا �yt�y ل، وtuvqة ا~Ç ،�uvwqا j�t� ،�uvwqع اlk .  tyت  أt���yا±p�q   �¡¢ تt��Ç 

           t¡yا~�}n{إ xn�p  �n}qرات اtnu}�q ة�Ét�pqا �u�qا     ا�nج هtn}kzل         اtunvqة ا~nÇو jn�t�qا ¸�n¡´ �unvwq

 �u¯o}qا �yt�yت       {�  . وtn���y °upwq ة� t�y �pا� ±np�q      n�� لln²m�q ju�n²�qت اt��nÇ � 

  �¯nnopq xnn�p  �nn}qا jnnu���qر اtnnu}qا jnnpuون��}��unnvqاt¡yا~�}nn{إ  .  ju�nn²�qت اt��nnoqر ¬ ا~nn}q 

�    �jn� �� �n ا�n�q ا�n���q و    إ}n{�~ام  �np�q  �n± اnpر ¬ ا�~n}q´    nyt�pq jn��}�y �un� �un��}qا � η 

 jآ�mqا jupآ �yt�yوα ju�²� j��Ç ��q ju��pqا j���qا �¢ t ���q Ê�}�y و�~د 

� �uv�}´ ju�²� j��Ç �~اول اq{~ر ¬ إxupnv� �nq ا·ول              -�q ¿��qل ا~�y � ~�� �� 

� tktu�qت اq{~ر ¬ واt�}�Íر و �lnن n�y~ل ا �q .      �unv�}q{~ر ¬ واt�}�Ëq �ktÌqر   ~�� �p� �� �È

 µ{l}y lهxu��p�q ¿��qل ا~�y  . 

� اnn ~wq~ة   �unnu�}q أداء -u¯nno}qات ا�nnu¯}y xunn�� مtnn¤k  د~nn�´ �nnqرt�}إ� �nnp� �nn�)٢٠( 

     ��¯oy xy j¢و��y ذجlpk ون�}��unvqا          �n¢ Ênu�� ق�n¢ tk~nت    وو�tn���y �un�     ا�nم وهtn¤�qا 

 �u¯o� ات�u¯}pq Êu�� µ�¶ �qج إt}m ون�}��uvqا�u¯o� ءةtل ��� أ��� آ�l²m�q   . 

� �~ ~ة ��uv�q{�ون t¤kم ��xu أtpkط  �� ´�tء-u¯oام�~�}{t´  ب��tpqا Îytk�´. 

،�qt}qا lm�qل ��� اl²¢ jvp� ��� jqt{�qى اl}mه�ا و� 

²� اzول �qا: 

jy~�y و¢x� jy~�y �u اt��oqت اju�²�q وlnpkذج jnu���q اju�n²�q و��آtn¡�u واlnkاع اn}q~ر ¬           

t¡ا�ªupy و ju�²�qت اt��oqر ¬ ا~}q jy~�}vpqاt¡´lu� �Ç�� ju�uوآ . 

 �ktÌqا �²�qا: 

�yا��z j}{�~ام اt��oqت اju�²�q ¢� آ�un� xun�� jnu�u ا�nu¯}pqات اjmumn²q و�n ~m~ اtnpkط                  

j��}�y تztwy �¢ ثtm´zا xy ~ ~� �¢ �qوذ �u¯o}�q ة~ ~�. 

 �qtÌqا �²�qا: 

       ~n ~� طtnpkات ا�nu¯}pq ح�nÇاء¸ وªnأ� j�uÉlq ح�Çو ��uون  و��آ�}��uv�q ÊÃو  �u¯no}�q ة

       jnnn´l��pqات ا�nnnu¯}pqا ¸�nnnه �nnnا�l� �nnn}qت اt´l�nnn²qا �nnnه tnnnyو  (و junnnvu�t�¯pqت اtnnn{~�qا

       j�¢اl}pqت اt��pqو ا ªآ�pqة ا~m}y تt��pqت و اtmm²pqا (       �n´�¡�qر اtnu}qا jnpu� xu�� ju�uوآ 

      �u¯no}q ة~nn ~� طtnpkا xunn�}q tn¡�y �nnت آtn��pq زم�nqونا�}��unnvqا   �nnp� jnu�uوآ jnn�t�qا �nu¯}y 

� t�y ة~ ~� �u¯o� µpk xu�}q j ~u��}qا j� ��qوا �u�qا ¸�¡q  ة. 
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²� ا�qا´° �qا: 

� xny ا�nu¯}pqات ا�qزtnpkz jnyط            nت آtn��pq زم�nqا �´�¡�qر اtu}qا �u�q رt�}وا� �uو��� �up²�

      �u¯o}q ju�²�qت اt��oqt´ ة~ ~� �u¯oون��}��uvqا     �un�qا ¸�n¡q  ة� tn�y �np� و j�t�qا �u¯}y 

 .ا�{�tرهÎytk�´  Âu��}´ t ا��tpqب��� �~ر �¡t و

±yt�qا �²�qا: 

 ��Ðnn اهjnnup اq~را}jnn واه�nn اt�t}�}nn{zت ا�nn¢ Ïnnp� �nn}q اtnn�qب ا�qا´nn° و �{¡tunnÃl}qt´ �nnت    

ju���}vpqا j{را~�q. 
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   UVMآ Iا UXYZ[-    \]ز_`aIا URb_c  

    
 

dVق ذآQg hMi دا_Nkiون اQkMnVoIا pVqrs tNu Y]Yvs 
 

 xb UbYyb UI_Xر
 

 UXYZ[NIدة/ ا{i O|}~b YVoIد ا{Nvb ر_Zb 
 

 ju�t�²qت اtukو�}�qzا j{~س ه�l رlqt�´- l ty ١٩٩٠  
 jukو�}�qzا j{~�¡qا juآ� -ju¢l�pqا j�yt�   

 

Ucدر OMi ل{~vIت ا_�M}kb xb ءaآ� �nvkIت وا_�X_vIا UXYZه h� QVkoc_NIا       

 UVMآIا UXYZ[ -  \]ز_`aIا URb_c 
 

xVZvkNNIا UZ�I xb _[VMi Uyا�{NIو ا UI_XQIا Ur`_Zb �Ns Y` و  
 

Ur`_ZIو ا �nvIا UZ�I ء_�iأ 

.................. 

 
  إOP_�b إNvb pVi_NX}د/ د.أ

� j��Ç اlpqاد واq{u�²° اl�qوى – أ}{tذ ه�~}j ا�q¤� و اt�{tmqتuوآ 
j وl�qث اlm�qا ªآ�p´ –j ر�qا j�t�qا jÆuه   

.................. 

 
 إQPاه�V اYVoI ز[Yان   / د.أ

 أ}{tذ ´��v اtmq}�tت و اtyl¤�pqت

j{~�¡qا juآ�  –  Â زt�ªqا j�yt� 

.................. 

 
 )Y�i YNvb)   _�Qrb اyI}ي NVMX_ن/ د.م.أ

 ر£�v� ±u اt�{tmqت واtyl¤�pqت

 j{~�¡qا juآ�–Â زt�ªqا j�yt�  

   Ur`_ZNIر[� ا_s٢٠١١ / ٨ / ١٦ 



 ٨٠

 

 
 
 

 UVMآIا UXYZ[-    \]ز_`aIا URb_c     
 
 

dVق ذآQg hMi دا_Nkiون اQkMnVoIا pVqrs tNu Y]Yvs 
 

 
xy jy~�y jqt{ر 

 
j{~�¡pqدة / ا{i O|}~b YVoIد ا{Nvb ر_Zb 

 
 

 l²m�qل ���
  

�nvkIت وا_�X_vIا UXYZه O�QVkoc_NIا Ucدر 
 

 UVMآ xbIا UXYZ[- \]ز_`aIا URb_c 
 

 �Ïm ا�Çاف
 

~�tvy ذt}{راl}ن /  دآ_NVMX ي{yIا Y�i YNvb 
 ±u£ترtyl¤�pqت  واt�{tmqا j{~ه� �v� 

 juآ�qا j{~�¡- Â زt�ªqا j�yt� 
 

 YNvb �_آYNvb Q اpVi_NX / اt}{zذ اq~آ{lر
 OXYZ[Iا �oyI_P غQ|kb  ذ_kXأ   

U]ر�Iا U`_}Iا U�Vه 
 

 YNbوح Y�i YNvb ا�I_رى/  د
 Ybرس �oyP اQkMnVoIون 

 U هU�V اU`_}I ا�Iر[
 

٢٠١١ 


